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Star wars outbound flight canon

Star Wars character Mitth'raw'nuruodoGrand Admiral ThrawnStar Wars characterThrawn Star Wars Miniatures game Imperial Entanglements expansion pack packaging (2009)First viewLegends:Heir to the Empire (1991)Canon:Star Wars Rebels:Steps into Shadow (2016)Edited by TimZahnVoiced by Tris King (TIE) Tim Russell (The Empire, The Empire,
Soldier for Empire audio drama) Robin Atkin Downes (Empire at War: Forces of Corruption) Marc Thompson (Thrawn Three , Thrawn's Hand, audiobooks) Lars Mikkelsen (Rebels) Marc Thompson (Thrawn, audiobook) In-universe informationTam nameMitth'raw'nuruodoNicknameThrawnSpeciesChissGenderMaleTitleİmparator navy's Grand
AdmiralOccupationCommodoreKor-AdmiralAdmiralİmparatorical NavyThe High Commander of the Imperial FleetAffiliationChiss AscendancyGalactic Empire of the Hand (Legends)FamilySyndic Thras (brother, Brother, Legends)HomeworldCsilla Grand Admiral Thrawn (native name: Mitth'raw'nuruodo) is a fictional character and a great antagonist in the Star
Wars series. Introduced in Timothy Zahn's novel Heir to the Empire in 1991, he is an Imperial military commander who took control of the remaining forces of the Galactic Empire five years after the events of the 1983 film Return of the Jedi. Thrawn faces classic Star Wars characters Luke Skywalker, Princess Leia, Han Solo, Chewbacca and Lando Calrissian
thrawn three (1991-1993), but ultimately beat. He is ostensibly resurmed in Thrawn duology (1997-98) Eli, and his story has been explored in Star Wars Expanded Universe in various novels, short stories, comics and video games. Although Lucasfilm rebranded the Extended Universe as Star Wars Legends in 2014 and declared them canon suz to the series,
Thrawn returned to the canon in the third season of the 3D CGI animated television series Star Wars Rebels, voiced by Lars Mikkelsen. The Rebels are at some point in the Star Wars timeline earlier than Thrawn's story in the Legends permanence, and therefore, see his defeat much earlier than the events of the original 1977 Star Wars film. The character is
also featured in Zahn's new thrawn book trilogy of Star Wars: Thrawn (2017), Thrawn: Alliances (2018) and Treason (2019). Another book three, Thrawn Ascendancy, began in September 2020 with Book I: Chaos Rising. Thrawn Legends continuity has been named one of the most important and popular characters and several Star Wars action figures and
other merchandising characters have been produced. The character of Thrawn first appeared in Timothy Zahn's novel Heir to the Empire in 1991. [1] [2] He was a great admiral in the Imperial Navy[3][4] and categorically The Emperor's slaves. [5] Thrawn, a member of the foreign Chiss species, is described as a glowing red-eyed humane with a tall, solid build,
blue skin and wearing a white uniform befitting his ranks. [3] [4] He was strengthened by his tactical intelligence and cunning and was described as one of the most menacing enemies in the Star Wars universe. [6] He conducted extensive work on the art work of military intelligence and other cultures, a unique military strategist and tactical genius, and the
Thrawn three finds him commanding the remnants of the Imperial Fleet in a series of stunning victories over the New Republic. [7] [8] His full name was given as Mitth'raw'nuruodo. IGN called the character evil, brilliant and ruthless. [9] Zahn describes Thrawn's command style as quite different from Darth Vader and other typical Imperial commanders; Instead
of punishing failure and dissent, Thrawn promotes creativity among his crew and accepts the ideas of his subordines. [7] Zahn said in 2017: Most of the Imperial leaders we see in the films rule by a combination of fear and manipulation. I wanted to create something different: a commander who could lead faithfully. The result is Thrawn, a tactical genius whose
soldiers willingly follow him, and even though he's going to fight for him, he's watching over his shoulders. [10] Zahn's 20th [11] Zahn announced in 2008 that Thrawn's imperial version was different from Palpatine's because Thrawn did not have Palpatine's megalomanism and xenophobia. [12] Describing Thrawn and Mara Jade as favourites for the characters
he created, Zahn said that writing the Grand Admiral in 2006 provided the intellectual challenge of trying to find new, intelligent and (hopefully) feasible tactics and strategies. [13] Thrawn was voiced by Tris King in the 1994 computer game Star Wars: TIE Fighter[14] and by Tim Russell in dark forces: Soldier for the Empire in 1997. [15] In the third and fourth
seasons of Star Wars Rebels, Thrawn is voiced by Lars Mikkelsen. [3] [4] [16] The Legends of Appearances writes that Timothy Zahn created Thrawn in his novel Heir to the Empire in 1991. According to Zahn, Bantam Spectra's Lou Aronica had a book deal with Lucasfilm in 1989, and the publisher put Zahn's name at the top of the list of possible authors. He
said that the first instructions I obtained from LucasArts [sic] consisted of exactly two rules: the books would start 3-5 years after return of the Jedi, and I could not use anyone who was clearly killed. Movies. [17] Zahn used the knowledge of the original film trinion as his primary source, but with details from many of West End Games' source books created for
Star Wars: The Roleplaying Game[17][18], he said they saved me from reinventing the wheel many times. [17] [a] In contrast, each novel in the trilogy was created by West End Games as its own role-playing game source book for it. [19] The Thrawn three (1991–93) was introduced,[1][2] Thrawn became a fan favorite and later appeared in several works
known as the Star Wars Expanded Universe, including novels, comics and video games, until 2006. [2] [3] [4] He was often cited as one of the most popular characters in the series. [3] [4] Dave Filoni, executive producer of Star Wars Rebels, said of the character in 2016: You couldn't grow up to be a Star Wars fan without facing Thrawn in Heir to the Empire.
It was a dark time when there were no more movies, and it took away our minds that there could be more movies. [3] [7] The Thrawn trinion itself is largely remembered for the revival of interest in the Star Wars franchise. [13] In 2010, Filoni, creator of Star Wars: The Clone Wars, expressed interest in using Thrawn in this series. [21] Some fans of Zahn's
Thrawn series had long hoped that the books would be adapted, and in 2012 Zahn commented that the Walt Disney Company had bought Lucasfilm and planned to make researning for Return of the Jedi, commenting that if materials from the extended universe were used in movies, we would all be excited to death. [20] With the acquisition of Lucasfilm by
Disney in 2012, many of the licensed Star Wars novels and comics produced since the 1977 film Star Wars were rebranded as Star Wars Legends, and in April 2014, canonlessness was gladly declared. [22] [23] Although Lucasfilm made it clear that the new media would not tell the same story told in Return of the Jedi Extended Universe, it was also revealed
that the creators of the new Star Wars entertainments had full access to the rich content of the Extended Universe. [23] Filoni agreed that Thrawn had long been considered by Lucasfilm when developing the project, and said that in 2016, especially when developing Star Wars Rebels, the character was on the list of potential bad guys. [25] The Thrawn tying
(1991–1993) Heir to the Empire was directed there. For the David Weber novel, see The Heirs of Empire. The Thrawn trinicle, also known as the heir to the Empire's triad, was written by Timothy Zahn between 1991 and 1993. In addition to Thrawn, the trilogy introduced several important characters, including Mara Jade and Talon Karrde. Nearly five years
after the events depicted in Return of the Jedi, the Rebel Alliance, now known as the New Republic, is the former Imperial Star he dragged his remains to a distant corner of the galaxy and, and. to form a functional government. Princess Leia and Han Solo are married and expecting twins. Luke Skywalker has been the first in a long-awaited new series of Jedi
Knights. Thousands of light-years away, the last and smartest of the 12 great admirals, Grand Admiral Thrawn took command of the dismembered Imperial Fleet and prepared to attack the New Republic. Thrawn is looking for a Dark Jedi to join his side and he is confident of returning the Empire. Heir to the Empire (1991),[c] veteran tactician Grand Admiral
Thrawn plans to destroy the New Republic despite their numerical superiority over the remaining Imperial forces. He sets his sights on the Wayland warehouse of the late Emperor Palpatine, which included a large array of spaarti cloning cylinders and a working cloning shield. To that end, Thrawn and his cenae Gilad Pellaeon, captain of the Star Destroyer
Chimaera, smuggler Talon Karrde and his second-in-command Mara Jade enthroned to obtain the so-called ysalamiri of creatures such as several semenders. Thrawn uses ysalamiri, who has the natural ability to disrupt the Force, to suppress joruus C'baoth, the protector of the warehouse, a crooked clone of the Jedi Master that the Great Admiral killed years
ago. C'baoth offers his loyalty to two aides to submit to his will: Darth Vader's twin children Luke and Leia. Thrawn sends some Noghri killers to catch Luke and pregnant Leia, but his attempts are constantly unsuccessful. Leia defends herself against an attack and is surprised when Noghri suddenly surrenders. Thrawn launched his first attack, a series of hit-
and-run attacks on the New Republic region, and then stole a complement of mole miners from Lando Calrissian's mining operations in Nkllon. Thrawn occupies more than 100 lightly manned ships in need of warships, which with their earlier tactics have deployed as planned at the Sanduvan van shipyards. They use Stormtroopers to smuggle stolen miners
into hijacking ships, but they're blocked when Lando take control of the miners from afar. The Grand Admiral is withdrawing his forces, but thanks to Thrawn's plan, Admiral Ackbar, the enemy of the New Republic, was soon arrested for treason. [7] [8] [27] Dark Force Rising (1992) reveals that before the Clone Wars, the Old Republic had built a fleet of highly
automated heavy cruisers known as the Katana fleet. A virus infected the entire fleet's crew and drove them crazy. The fleet was never seen again until smuggler Talon Karrde discovered it (a few years before the events in the first book). Thanks to access to Palpatine's private warehouse on the planet Wayland, Thrawn develops more forces for the war
against the New Republic. Mara Jade travels to Thrawn to clear the Empire's arrest warrant for Karrde's arrest, and The Katana fleet. Instead, he followed her and Karrde was captured. Thrawn Katana rescues Mara and Luke Karrde from Thrawn's Star Destroyer as he tries to capture another man who knows his fleet. Meanwhile, Leia learns that Noghri
served the Empire because they pay tribute to her late father, the insidious Vader, who they believe saved his planet Honoghr from ecological disaster. Leia convinces them that they have been deceived and enslaved by the Empire and they switch sides. With Ackbar temporarily neutralized as a tactical opponent, Thrawn led an army of clones to take over
the Katana fleet, taking on Luke, Lando and Han Solo. [7] [5] [28] In The Last Command (1993), set about a month after the previous book, Thrawn uses the katana fleet full of clones to launch a successful offensive against the New Republic. Taking over one planet after another, the Grand Admiral soon overpowered coruscant, the galactic capital. He planted
multiple hidden asteroids around the planet, and a trick led the New Republic administration to believe coruscant was surrounded by them. Upon learning of the deception, the Republican navy attacks imperial shipyards in Bilbringi to capture a device capable of founding hidden asteroids, but Thrawn's forces cut them off and surrounded them. Meanwhile,
Luke and Leia lead a group to destroy the cloning plant in Wayland by successfully killing Joruus C'baoth and destroying cloning cylinders. Thrawn and Pellaeon noghri wayland, Thrawn's Noghri bodyguard, Rukh, has the last words that kill grand admiral as they learn help in the attack, but ... It's so artistic. The course of the war in Bilbringi turns around and
pellaeon orders imperial forces to retreat in hopes of victory with Thrawn's death. [7] Denis Lawson tells the abbreviated audiobook of Heir to the Empire, while Anthony Daniels tells dark force rising and the last command. Lucasfilm and Varèse Sarabande Records producer Robert Townson discussed creating a score to promote the tying. [d] [29] [30] All three
books were adapted as comics by Dark Horse Comics between 1995 and 1998. The series is divided into six topics per book written by Mike Baron, which reads: I didn't invent any language. Zahn has the whole language. The first volume was shown third by French artists Olivier Vatine and Fred Blanchard, second by Terry Dodson and Kevin Nowlan, and by
Edvin Biuković and Eric Shanower. [31] The entire trilogy was collected as a single comic book in 2009. [31] Heir to the Empire reached #1 on the New York Times Bestseller list[32] and the trilogy sold a total of 15 million copies. [33] The Thrawn three is of great importance with its revival of the Star Wars series. [34] [13] [19] In The Secret History of Star
Wars According to Kaminski This renewed interest was a factor in George Lucas' decision to create the prequel three. [19] [20] it was called influential, much loved and groundbreaking. [1] In August 2011, the series was selected for npr's top 100 science fiction and fantasy books (ranked 88), voted for by more than 60,000 participants. [35] The Hand of
Thrawn duology (1997-1998) Zahn's Ghost of the Past (1997) resurdes to lead the destroyed Imperial forces against the unstable New Republic, while Thrawn appears to have been resurmned a decade after his death. [8] [36] A recording surface called the Caamasi Document, which shows that a small group of Bothans were the perpetrators of the tragic
destruction of the planet Caamas, causing more than 100 alien warships to gather in orbit over the Bothans' homeland, which the Empire hopes to use to its benefit. In Vision of the Future (1998), Admiral Gilad Pellaeon admits that the Empire, up to only a few sectors, is now fighting a losing battle and initiating peace talks with Princess Leia. However, Moff
Disra hires a con man, Flim, to impersonate the late Grand Admiral Thrawn to motivate imperial powers. Major Grodin Tierce, clone of a former stormtrooper instilled by the great admiral himself with thrawn's tactical ade intelligence, strategies that the fake Thrawn can also gather support for the Empire and intimidate the New Republic. The tactic is pellaeon
and talon karrde as successful-on-the-other side but both reveal peace-seeking-Flim. Meanwhile, in a castle called Thrawn's Eli, Luke and Mara discover a gestating and nearly complete clone of Thrawn killed during their escape. [7] [8] An expedition by Thrawn to unknown areas of the galaxy is also mentioned. Finally, a peace treaty was signed by Pellaeon
and the president of the New Republic. Other works see novels too: Allegiance (novel) Thrawn appears as a captain in the 1997 William C. Dietz novel Dark Forces: Soldier for his Empire. [8] It is also featured in the young reader's book Fear of the Galaxy: The Herd, in 1998. Before the theatrical screening of Attack of the Clones, Lucasfilm proposed zahn's
writing of a book from the prequel period. [13] [e] Zahn decided to cover the end of the Outgoing Flight story arc before discovering the beginning of 2004's Survivor's Quest (The Hand of Thrawn duology) in his novel Prequel. [13] In Survivor's Quest, Luke and Mara set out to investigate the wreckage of Outbound Flight, a Jedi expedition destroyed by Thrawn
years ago. [12] [37] Newly discovered remains by Chiss appeared as bait for a trap set by the bloodthirsty Vagaari to avenge Chiss' revenge. [38] Zahn's 2006 novel Outbound Flight is set fifty years before Survivor's Quest. [39] [g] A young man led by Jedi Master Jorus C'baoth It tells the story of the cursed titular campaign that was attacked. Tells.
Commander Mitth'raw'nuruodo is known as the unofficial Thrawn. [7] [12] [40] In the story, a Fleet of Republics appears before Chiss for the first time. Alien commander Thrawn can defeat Republic ships despite low weapons and numbers. The Supreme Chancellor wants to destroy the Flight to Palpatine and convinces him and his manager Kinman Doriana
Thrawn that the ship and its Jedi pose a threat to the peaceful future of the galaxy. Thrawn agrees, hoping C'baoth will return before taking tougher action. The Jedi reject the ship and Thrawn fires, but Doriana launches an attack that kills every Jedi and diligently sends the outbound flight to its destruction on a nearby planet. Thrawn's brother Thrass and
Lorana, the only surviving Jedi, are sacrificing their lives to save the survivors. Thrawn is reprimanded by his Chiss tops for his hostile behaviour and his hometown of Csilla has been recalled. [7] Publishers Weekly called Thrawn the true star of the novel, noting that Palpatine's attack on the ship, secretly affected by his agents, secured his own ultimate exile
from his race and set off other sinister wheels. [41] Zahn said that as always, playing tactics with Thrawn was extremely entertaining when it came to writing the novel. [13] StarWars.com suggests in Outbound Flight that Thrawn is too smart and fundamentally decent to be Palpatine's servants, Zahn explains: My feeling has always been that [Thrawn]
manipulated Palpatine as much as he manipulated Palpatine. After all, he came to the Empire only to earn his commanding rank, to collect all the military equipment Palpatine wanted to give him and throw him back into unknown areas. [13] Between Star Wars: A New Hope and The Empire Strikes Back, Zahn's Choices of One (2011) squirms Thrawn against
his nemesis from unknown areas, alien warlord Nuso Esva. [7] [42] Exiled by Chiss to an inhospitable planet, thrawn's short stories are found by Mist Encounterda Imperial Captain Voss Parck, zahn's short story, first published in the Star Wars Adventure Journal #7 (August 1995). [7] [43] [44] Parck realizes Thrawn's value as a strategist and decides to bring
him to the Emperor. [8] Zahn's short story Command Decisionda Thrawn, published in the Star Wars Adventure Journal #11 in November 1996, is an admiral in the Imperial Navy, which Parck hangs. [45] Thrawn organized Zahn and Michael A. Stackpole's plan to find a Rebel base in Side Trip, published in the Star Wars Adventure Journal #12 (February
1997) and #13 (May 1997) and re-published in The Tales, an anthology from Empire in November 1997. [46] [47] The success of this mission gave him command of Darth Vader's Noghri commandos. [8] Zahn's 20th-century 20th-century 20th-century 19th-century 19th-century On September 6, 2011, the heir to the Empire was set up just before the heir to the
Empire, and Thrawn finally found it possible to defeat Nuso Esva. [7] [11] Comics Thrawn üçlemesi çizgi roman çizgi roman uyarlamaları Star Wars: Heir to the Empire #1-6 Ekim 1995-Nisan 1996 Star Wars: Dark Force Rising #1-6 Mayıs-Ekim 1997 Star Wars: The Last Command #1-6 Kasım 1997-Temmuz 1998 Ticari paperbacks: Heir to the Empire (Star
Wars: Heir to the Empire #1-6, 160 sayfa, Eylül 1996, ISBN 1-56971-202-6) Dark Force Rising (Star Wars toplar: Dark Force Rising #1-6, 160 sayfa, Şubat 1998, ISBN 1-56971-269-7) Son Komutanlık (Star Wars toplar: Son Komut #1-6, 144 sayfa, Haziran 1999, ISBN 1-56971-378-2) Thrawn Üçlemesi (Toplar Star Wars: Heir to the Empire #1-6, Star Wars:
Dark Force Rising #1-6, ve Star Wars: #1-6 , 420 sayfa, Aralık 2009, ISBN 1-59582-417-0) 1997 Dark Horse komik X-wing Rogue Squadron 25 : Making Baron Fel, set after four years in A New Hope, Imperial pilot Soontir Fel participates in an ambush in a Rebel convoy. He realizes that the operation was planned by Vader or admiral Thrawn, an alien who
has been given no approval by the Emperor. Fel understands that so much trust in an alien undermines the xenophoenic foundation of the Empire, and Thrawn becomes prize-free after the successful mission. [48] In the Tour of Duty III episode of the 1994 space flight simulator/war computer game Star Wars: TIE Fighter, then-Vice Admiral Thrawn establishes
order in a brutal system on the borders of the Empire. Watch the story of how game expansion packs prevent the efforts of the renegade Grand Admiral Zaarin to dethrone the Emperor of Thrawn, defender of the Empire and enemies of the Empire, and Thrawn is promoted to Grand Admiral instead. [8] [49] [50] Thrawn is also a work character for The Empire
in the 1998 strategy computer game Star Wars: Rebellion, and later appeared in the Forces of Corruption expansion pack for the 2006 real-time strategy game Star Wars: Empire at War. [52] [53] Star Wars Battlefront: Renegade Squadron,[52][53] As the Leader of the Galactic Empire in Galactic Conquest, an army provides movement twice in one turn if the
first move begins in a quarter, earned by conquering all planets in the Northern Quarter of the map. This power is shared with Admiral Ackbar for the Rebel Alliance. He is also a character mentioned in the collection in the 2015 mobile collection role-playing video game Galaxy of Heroes. [54] Canon, Star Wars Rebels (2016-2018) In April 2014, along with the
sequel Star Wars: The Force Awakens, many of the licensed Star Wars novels and comics produced since the 1977 film Star Wars were declared canon-free to the series. [22] [23] [24] However, Star Wars Rebels executive producer Dave At the London Star Wars Celebration in July 2016, he announced that Thrawn would be re-joining the franchise in the
third season of the Rebels franchise. [3] [4] [16] Although Thrawn was mostly used in Return of the Jedi in the works of 3. [58] Legends, released on September 24, 2016, the Rebels were featured in the five years before the events of the original 1977 film. [3] After seeing an enhanced clip from the series, Zahn told StarWars.com: Even this short part was
great and a bit realistic. The authors didn't get to see our creations come to life very often, and it was a real pleasure to see a walk, talking Grand Admiral Thrawn. [59] Filoni agreed that Thrawn had long been considered by Lucasfilm when developing projects, and said the character was on the list of potential bad guys, especially when developing rebels. [25]
Contrary to why Ahsoka Tano did it as a foil for Darth Vader in previous seasons of the Rebels, there is no one to defend the Rebels against Thrawn. We want to treat him like a bad guy as big as Darth Vader. [25] Thrawn, who has been involved in steps into the shadows, is the commander of the Seventh Fleet, which suppressed the rebel insurgency in
Batonn, regardless of civilian casualties. It was brought in by Imperial Governor Arihnda Pryce to destroy the rebel cell of the series. A patient tactician, Thrawn lets the rebels escape and intends to manipulate them into organizing the complete collapse of their rebellion. [55] In Hera's Heroes, Hera takes command of the Imperial invasion of Syndulla's home
planet, Ryloth, and makes her first face-to-face contact with the rebels. [60] He resums in the Iron Fleet and orders the incompetent Admiral Konstantine to deal with rebels and rebel sympathizers in the Mykapo system; After Konstantine's ship was disabled, Thrawn came to chimaera, the personal Star Destroyer, and it was revealed that he had previously
encountered rebel Commander Jun Sato. [61] An Inside Man reveals that Thrawn was responsible for the Imperial invasion of the planet Lothal and inspected the factory where the new TIE Defender and various other equipment were produced. It ends acts of insurgent sabotage by implementing a policy that tests the workers' createds, and has also been
shown to work on artworks that give insight to each member of the Phantom team. It also determines that there is a rebel spy in the ranks of the Empire, but intends to use it in its favor. [62] In Warhead, Thrawn uses endad droids to determine that Sato's secret rebel base is located on one of fewer than 100 planets. [63] Thrawn's Imperial Eyes, and Agent
Kallus learn he's a rebel spy. [64] Secret Cargoda Thrawn and Pryce go after Senator Mon Mothma, who was transferred to safety by rebels after openly talking against Palpatine. [65] Zero Hourda Thrawn confronts Kallus as Fulcrum and conducts his carefully planned attack on the rebel base in Atollon. It is hindered by the skill of the rebels and the help of
Bendu, who cryptically warns Thrawn of his impending defeat. [66] In the finale of Family Reunion and Farewell, Thrawn's Star Destroyer is attacked by Purrgil as it navigates over Lothal. Faced with Ezra Bridger, the power-wielding man who brought Purrgil to defend Lothal, the Star Destroyer is driven around the planet in an unknown way, the fates of both
Thrawn and Bridger. Thrawn three (2017-2019) Main article: Star Wars: Thrawn In a pre-recording video also presented at the London Star Wars Celebration of July 2016, Zahn announced that he was writing a new novel, Star Wars: Thrawn, published by Del Rey Books in April 2017. [3] [4] According to Zahn, rewriting the character was very exciting, and with
this book she said she would visit an episode of her life that I had never had a chance to explore before. [59] Zahn later said: I will show you how you are treated by fellow officers and shipmates on the way up the military ladder, especially when you are not in a command position over them. [10] Although Thrawn mostly featured in Return of the Jedi in
Legends, Thrawn is before the original 1977 film. [3] [10] The years between Thrawn's first encounter with the Empire and the events of the rebels' third season tell of his rise to power. [10] [59] In the novel, the exiled Chiss warrior Thrawn is rescued by imperial soldiers and soon proves to be a valuable asset to the Empire. Alth soon attracted the attention of
Emperor Palpatine, his cunning and expertise as a tactician, but Thrawn's treacherous tactics attracted the attention of his tops. As he rises to the ranks, Thrawn finds him in an uneasy alliance with his deputy-de-camp Lieutenant Eli Vanto trains and ruthless manager Arihnda Pryce on the war routes. [67] A comic book miniseries adaptation of Marvel Comics'
first novel began in early 2018. [68] [69] The sequel to the novel Thrawn: Alliances was published on July 24, 2018. [70] [71] His third novel, Thrawn: Treason, was published on July 23, 2019. [72] Thrawn Ascendancy three (2020-2021) At New York Comic Con in 2019, Timothy Zahn's new three, thrawn: The Ascendency Three, or just the Thrawn Ascendancy
three, book I: May 2020, will begin with Rising Chaos. [73] Then The first novel was finally published on September 1, 2020. [74] The novel revealed that Thrawn was born Kivu'raw'nuru (also known as vurawn) before being considered Mitth'raw'nuru by the Mitth family. The novel also dealt with Thrawn's more past, along with other Chiss characters such as
ar'alani. [75] In October 2020, chaos rising was announced as a sequel, and on May 4, 2021, the film Greater Good was released. [76] His other works are in Thrawn, the 2017 Chuck Wendig novel Star Wars: Aftermath: Empire's End, as a source of information about the Unknown Territories palpatine used in the Emergency plan. This plan results in the
creation of the First Order. [77] Video games Thrawn appeared as a playable character in the 2017 real-time strategy mobile game Star Wars: Force Arena[78] and later met Star Wars: Galaxy of Heroes. [79] In 2016, Entertainment Weekly's Anthony Breznican called Thrawn a fan favorite and one of the most important characters to emerge from the Extended
Universe[3] and USA Today's Brian Truitt called him one of star wars fandom's favorite bad guys. [4] Comicbook.com described Thrawn as arguably the most popular character in the Star Wars Legends universe in 2017[67] and Linda Hansen-Raj wrote that the character had a lasting legacy as one of Star Wars' greatest and most complex antagonists. [7] In
2014, GamesRadar's Sam Ashurst described Thrawn as extremely popular with fans, partly because of his tactical genius, partly because of his progressive attitude towards his employees, partly because of a blue face and the coolest bad guy in the Extended Universe, noting that Thrawn's loss was one of the most important consequences of Lucasfilm
leaving the old universe for star wars. : The Force Awakens. [80] Emmet Asher-Perrin of Tor.com, one of the most menacing enemies at the hands of the Star Wars universe in 2016 and one of the most popular Extended Universe bad guys, said that removing the character from canon continuity caused many fans to cry. [6] In 2008, IGN's Jesse Schedeen
suggested that the Thrawn and Thrawn threes helped kick star wars' universe[81][82] and in 2015 Empire helped revitalize and legitimize the expanded universe when Thrawn's character failed. [83] Eric Goldman Wrote for IGN in 2008, the evil, brilliant and ruthless Thrawn was an excellent Star Wars bad guy, followed in the sequin of Grand Moff Tarkin,
adding that his status as the Empire's highest-ranking non-human man was a very interesting aspect. [9] In 2006, Zahn called Thrawn and Mara Jade. a favorite of the characters he created. [13] Zahn said in July 2016: A writer never know which characters will be filled with readers, and I am delighted that Thrawn has captured the imagination of so many
people in the last quarter century. [59] The character was on several top list of Star Wars characters and praised his bad guy and character. On the list of fifteen Star Wars bad guys, Schedeen is placed in Thrawn as the second best, beaten by Darth Vader, focusing on his greatness as a commander and tactician. [81] In 2008, IGN thed him as the tenth best
star wars character, noting his influence in the expanded universe[84] and UGO listing him as the third largest extended universe character in the same year. [85] Empire placed Thrawn fifth on the list of the 25 darkest Star Wars characters in 2015. [83] In November 2016, Lars Mikkelsen was nominated for Best Achievement at the 2017 Annie Awards for Her
role as Thrawn in Star Wars Rebels, Voice over in Animated Production. [86] Merchandising An Admiral Thrawn 3 was produced by 3.4-inch action figure Kenner/Hasbro as part of the 1998 Power of the Force 2 Expanded Universe series. [8] [87] The 2008 Legacy Collection published another figure, along with a talon Karrde figure and a figure #1 Dark Horse
Heir of the Empire. [88] Two versions of Thrawn were produced for the Star Wars Miniatures collection miniatures game: one for the 2005 Universe expansion,[89] and the second for the 2009 Imperial Entanglements expansion. [90] In 2010, Sideshow Collectibles released a sixth-scale Thrawn figure with a command chair as part of the deluxe version. [91]
[92] In 2014, 6.75 thrawn mini busts were produced by Gentle Giant. [93] All representations of the character included a tame ysalamir, except for the 2009 miniature. [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] [92] [93] Hasbro released the thrawn action figure in 2016 as part of a series of Rebels figures. [94] In 2017, Hasbro released 6 Thrawn figures as part of the Black Series
series, as well as the San Diego Comic Con version with advanced packaging and accessories. [95] In the same year, Funko released Star Wars Rebels Grand Admiral Thrawn #170 POP! Statue at the 2017 Galactic Convention Exclusive on the 2017 Star Wars Celebration. [96] References Footnotes ^ Zahn stated that he invented the concept that the
lightsaber could be locked. [17] ^ When the rules of Star Wars RPG changed, three volumes were collected in a single book for the entire thrawn trin üçling, and also served as the second edition of the original three source books. [19] ^ Zahn's working title for the book was Wild Card, and Bantam vetoed the other series because of its resemblance to Wild
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